Global and local hard X-ray tomography of a centimeter-size tumor vessel tree.
The visualization of the vascular network in tumors down to the smallest vessels requires high spatial resolution and reasonable contrast. Stained corrosion casts of the microvasculature network guarantee superior X-ray absorption contrast and highest reproduction fidelity. Tomography of a centimeter-size tumor, however, is unfeasible at the spatial resolution needed to reveal the smallest vessels. Therefore, local tomography has been performed to visualize the smallest capillaries within the region of interest. These three-dimensional data show the detailed morphology, but the reconstructed absorption coefficients obtained in local tomography differ substantially from the absorption coefficients retrieved from the less detailed global tomography data. This paper deals with the adaptation of local tomography data using the global data and considers two-parameter histogram matching of the radiographs, sinogram extension, and multi-parameter cupping correction. It is demonstrated that two-parameter histogram matching of the radiographs already provides reasonable agreement. The change of the lens in front of the detector's camera, however, significantly affects the obtained local X-ray absorption coefficients in the tomograms predominantly owing to the dissimilar point-spread functions of the two configurations used, and much less to the fact that one of the data sets was acquired in a local geometry.